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What does JPlex do? 
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space 

•  Java software 
•  Matlab or standalone interface 
•  By Harlan Sexton and Mikael Vejdemo-Johansson. 

Previous version by Vin de Silva and Patrick Perry 
•  Algorithm from Computing Persistent Homology by 

Afra Zomorodian and Gunnar Carlsson (2005) 
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•  Download from http://comptop.stanford.edu/ 

Getting started 



•  Download from http://comptop.stanford.edu/ 
•  Javadoc (follow links) 

Getting started 
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>> Persistence.baseModulus
ans = 11

We can instead compute over modulus 13 (or any other prime between 2 and 251).
>> Persistence.setBaseModulus(13)

Exercise 3.2.1. Build a simplicial complex homeomorphic to the torus. Compute its
Betti numbers. Hint: You will need at least 7 vertices [6, page 107]. I recommend
using a 3! 3 grid of 9 vertices.

Exercise 3.2.2. Build a simplicial complex homeomorphic to the Klein bottle. Check
that it has the same Betti numbers as the torus over Z2 coe!cients but di"erent
Betti numbers over Z3 coe!cients.

Exercise 3.2.3. Build a simplicial complex homeomorphic to the projective plane.
Compare its Betti numbers to those of the Klein bottle over Z2 and Z3 coe!cients.

2 JPLEX WITH BEANSHELL TUTORIAL

Please email henrya@caltech.edu with questions about this tutorial or with sug-
gestions for how to improve it.

1.2. Installation for BeanShell. This section is a summary of the more detailed
installation instructions in overview.htm, which in particular also discuss logging
capabilities and increasing available memory.

First, you must have a Java Virtual Machine installed. Copy jplex.jar to your
home directory or a subdirectory thereof. In a command window or shell, enter the
following command.

java -cp plex.jar JPlex

A Graphical User Interface (GUI) window pops up that is a slightly modified version
of BeanShell. The prompt in this window is plex>. Confirm that JPlex is working
with the following command.

plex> Simplex.makePoint(1,2);
<<(2) 1>>

All output that BeanShell prints will be wrapped in “< >”. Some methods in this
tutorial print superfluous output, say of the form <[[I@b3236f> or
<[Ledu.stanford.math.plex.PersistenceInterval$Float;@916ab8>. Such out-
put is not included in the text of this tutorial, even though it will appear in your
GUI window.

1.3. Persistent homology. One way to describe the topology of a simplicial com-
plex X is with Betti numbers. The value Bettik, for k ! N, is equal to the rank
of the k-th homology group of X. Roughly speaking, Bettik equals the number of
k-dimensional holes of X, and in particular Betti0 equals the number of connected
components. For instance, a n-dimensional sphere has all Betti numbers equal to
zero except for Betti0 = Bettin = 1.

A filtration on a simplicial complex X = X! is a collection of subcomplexes
{Xt | t ! R} such that Xt " Xs whenever t # s. The filtration time of a sim-
plex ! ! X is the smallest t such that ! ! Xt. Betti intervals describe how the
topology of Xt varies with t. A k-dimensional Betti interval, with endpoints [tstart,
tend), corresponds to a k-dimensional hole that appears in the filtration at time
tstart, remains open for tstart # t < tend, and closes at time tend.

2. Streams

2.1. Class SimplexStream. In JPlex, a filtered simplicial complex is called a
stream, and streams are implemented by the class SimplexStream. The subclass
ExplicitStream allows us to build or edit a SimplexStream instance by hand.

2.2. Subclass ExplicitStream. Let’s build from scratch a
stream representing this house. First we get an empty Explicit-
Stream instance.

plex> ExplicitStream house = new ExplicitStream();

3.3. Subclass ExplicitStream and persistent homology.
Let’s build a stream with nontrivial filtration times. We build
a house, with the square appearing at time 0, the top vertex at
time 1, the roof edges at times 2 and 3, and the roof 2-simplex
at time 7.

>> house=ExplicitStream;
>> house.add([1;2;3;4;5], [0;0;0;0;1])
>> house.add([1,2;2,3;3,4;4,1;3,5;4,5], [0;0;0;0;2;3])
>> house.add([3,4,5], 7)

We compute the Betti intervals.
>> house.close
>> intervals=Plex.Persistence.computeIntervals(house);

There are four intervals.
>> length(intervals)
ans = 4

The fourth interval is a Betti1 interval, starting at filtration time 3 and ending at
7.

>> intervals(4).dimension
ans = 1
>> intervals(4).start
ans = 3
>> intervals(4).end
ans = 7

Or, we can display the fourth interval all at once.
>> intervals(4)
ans = [1: (3.000000, 7.000000)]

This 1-dimensional hole is formed by the three edges of the roof. It forms when
edge [4, 5] appears at filtration time 3 and closes when 2-simplex [3, 4, 5] appears at

•  Download from http://comptop.stanford.edu/ 
•  Javadoc (follow links) 
•  Tutorials: toy examples, exercises, real data 

Getting started 



There exist other options besides JPlex: 

•  CHomP 
•  CGAL 
•  Dionysus 



1. Toy filtration 

Four JPlex examples 
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house = ExplicitStream; 
house.add([1;2;3;4;5], [0;0;0;0;1]) 
house.add([1,2; 2,3; 3,4; 4,1; 3,5; 4,5], [0;0;0;0;2;3]) 
house.add([3,4,5], 7) 
house.close 
intervals = Plex.Persistence.computeIntervals(house); 
Plex.plot(intervals, 'Barcode plot', 8) 
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2. Vietoris-Rips filtration on torus 

Four JPlex examples 



2. Vietoris-Rips filtration on torus 

Four JPlex examples 

points = pointsTorus(20); 
size(points)            % 400 by 4 
pdata = EuclideanArrayData(points); 
rips = Plex.RipsStream(0.001, 3, 0.9, pdata); 
intervals = Plex.Persistence.computeIntervals(rips); 
Plex.plot(intervals, 'Barcode plot', 0.9) 
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3. Witness filtration on torus 
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3. Witness filtration on torus 

Four JPlex examples 

points = pointsTorus(100); 
pdata = EuclideanArrayData(points); 
L = maxminLandmarks(points, 50, 'e'); 
witness = Plex.LazyWitnessStream(0.001, 3, 0.4, 1, L, pdata); 
intervals = Plex.Persistence.computeIntervals(witness); 
Plex.plot(intervals, 'Barcode plot', 0.4) 



3. Witness filtration on torus 

Four JPlex examples 



3. Witness filtration on torus 

Four JPlex examples 

rips.size         % 83,175 simplices 
witness.size        % 3,047 simplices 

The witness complex has many fewer simplices than the Vietoris-
Rips complex (not surprisingly so, as it has only 50 0-simplices). 



4. Three circle model from natural images 

Four JPlex examples 
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plot(pointsNatural(:,1), pointsNatural(:,2), '.'), axis equal 



4. Three circle model from natural images 

Four JPlex examples 

load pointsNatural 
plot(pointsNatural(:,1), pointsNatural(:,2), '.'), axis equal 
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4. Three circle model from natural images 

Four JPlex examples 

pdata = EuclideanArrayData(pointsNatural); 
L = maxminLandmarks(pointsNatural, 50, 'e'); 
witness = Plex.LazyWitnessStream(0.001, 3, 0.15, 1, L, pdata); 
intervals = Plex.Persistence.computeIntervals(witness); 
Plex.plot(intervals, 'Barcode plot', 0.15) 



4. Three circle model from natural images 

Four JPlex examples 

pdata = EuclideanArrayData(pointsNatural); 
L = maxminLandmarks(pointsNatural, 50, 'e'); 
witness = Plex.LazyWitnessStream(0.001, 3, 0.15, 1, L, pdata); 
intervals = Plex.Persistence.computeIntervals(witness); 
Plex.plot(intervals, 'Barcode plot', 0.15) 


